Host FM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10111.11 "Hope for Tomorrow" Episode One
     
Cast of Characters
Chris Tucker as Captain David Harison [CO]
Bernie Wallowitch as Commander Bernie Wall [XO]
Lília Perfeito as Lieutenant Commander Alexandra Gomes [CSO] 
Eldad ben Tovim as Lieutenant Commander Maor [CIV]
Peter Saunders as Lieutenant Peter Pazoski [TO]
Karen Barkas as Lieutenant Kezia Pazoski [CNS] 
Linda Davis as Lieutenant Jan Zaris [CMO]  & Lin Zaris
Scott Fisher as Lieutenant Junior Grade Jason Seppela [OPS]

Michael Jones as Admiral Poli, Zachary Marshall, Starbase Doctor, Lt. Tima, Ens. Hakkinen
			Lt. Cmdr. Hunter Atrides [Respectively], Ms. Gibstons & Kris Hall

Guest Starring

Mark Tucker as Kathryn DeMeuteuil 

Host FM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
 
Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Elara is docked at Starbase 595.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
@ COM: Elara: U.S.S. Elara, this is Admiral Poli. Could you patch me through to Captain Harison?

Host XO_Wall says:
::in the observation lounge just walks back onto the bridge::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@::in the station's sickbay in the later stages of labor.. in medical scrubs.. her hair still pulled up in the fashion for her costume which is laying on the floor in the waiting room.. ::

CSO_Gomes says:
:: exits  lab 5 with a PADD on her hand and goes down the hall::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::still sat on the bench on the stations promenade, snoozing happily::

Host CO_David says:
::off duty, taking a jog around the track in the gym::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::sitting in her office::

CSO_Gomes says:
::shakes her head looking at teh data on the PADD, doesn't quite notice the several crewmembers that pass her::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Walks slowly along the only Corridor on the ship with windows, showing the starbase outside::

CIV_Maor says:
@::Walks quietly to the direction of the Starbase sickbay::

Lin_Zaris says:
@ ::with Jan in ward 3P.. watching the medical tech working on her sister:: Jan: hang on..

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Lieutenant Tima> COM: Poli: Yes, sir. One moment. ::Transfers the comm. to the Gym:: *CO* Captain, Admiral Poli is on the comm. for you.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@: Lin: oh shut up! argh! ::grips the bed rails as another contraction hits:: ~~~Lin: I'll gloat over you when it's your turn!~~~

Host CO_David says:
::comes to a stop:: *Tima* Thank you Lieutenant, patch it through.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Stops at the doors to the sickbay, he watches the sickbay for a moment before coughing loudly::

Lin_Zaris says:
@:: smirks and folds her arms:: ~~~ Jan: I expect you too~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
::enters the turbo lift on the end of the hall:: computer: bridge

CNS_Pazoski says:
::gets up and decides to hunt down her husband::

CIV_Maor says:
@::Watches the two sisters in puzzlement::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Self:  Now where did young crewman Leprel run off to... ::Remembering the encounter on the turbolift, and how the poor boys eyes were about to bug out of his head::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
@ ::Sitting in his ready room, on the other side of the desk from his "guest":: COM: Elara - CO: David. The Starfleet Intelligence representative is here on the station, could you gather up your first officer and Ms. DeMeuteuil and come here please?

CIV_Maor says:
@Lin, Jan: Hrm..

CSO_Gomes says:
::once she gets to the bridge she exits and goes to science one::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@:: lays back as the contracts subsides.. huffs for air and shakes a bit from the pain and feeling of her body ripping apart to expel the baby::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::reluctantly opens an eye, and then another as he slowly arises from his slumber, yawning and stretching as he goes::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The Elara is quiet and calm as most of the crew are enjoying some shore leave.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@:: looks over at Maor and frowns::

Host XO_Wall says:
::walks over to engineering station and double checking to make sure all data is gone from the "holodeck adventure"::

Lin_Zaris says:
@ Maor: who are you? how did you get in here?

Host CO_David says:
COM: Poli: Understood Admiral.  I'll have them sent over right away.  Elara out.

CSO_Gomes says:
::downloads the data from the PADD onto the computer and waits for an analysis::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
@ ::Sits back::

CIV_Maor says:
@::Frowns back and walks closer:: Lin: It seems I'm the father ::Rolls his eyes::

Lin_Zaris says:
@ ::looks at Jan.. then at Maor.. then back at Jan::

Host CO_David says:
*XO/DeMeuteuil* Commander Wall, Ms. DeMeuteuil please report to Starbase 595 immediately.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Shakes his head:: Lin: Not like that, I only gave my DNA..

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@:: nods to her sister:: CIV: you have bad timing buster.. argh!

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The TO finds that the promenade is a bustle with various civilian and Starfleet personnel. The holiday season for various races is almost here.

CNS_Pazoski says:
@::after leaving the Elara she glances around getting her bearings again before heading towards the promenade::

Host XO_Wall says:
*CO*: aye Captain

CIV_Maor says:
@CMO: How are you holding up?

Lin_Zaris says:
@ ~~~Jan: you do have to explain this one to me..~~~ CIV: she is in labor.. ::refrains from getting short with the klingon::

Host CO_David says:
::gathers his things and heads to the locker room to change to his uniform::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::decides it might be a good idea to find a quiet spot to file a few reports, casually makes his way through the increasing crowd::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Frowns as her search for Leprel is interrupted and answers in a sexy voice::  *David* Okay Captain David...anything for you.  ::Heads for the nearest Airlock::

Host XO_Wall says:
::leaves bridge for TL and enters:: TL: Starbase 595

CIV_Maor says:
@CMO: Did you ask for pain killers?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ CIV: good I think.. ughn.. how much more of this do I have to take! argh! can't.. biology of the baby is unknown.. 

CSO_Gomes says:
::while she waits, she remembers that the CMO has entered labor not long ago:: Self: A little Maor running around ::she shakes her head and taps her badge:: *CNS* Counselor, do you anything about Dr Zaris' condition?

Host CO_David says:
::rolls his eyes at DeMeuteuil's comment::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Some of the crowd is from the Elara, and they nod & smile at the TO. He hears a few bits and pieces of conversations ... "How much was it?!" "... getting married ..." "... says their ship encountered weird distortions along the border ..."

Host XO_Wall says:
::TL arrives at airlock entrance, he exits passing through into the Starbase 595::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ ::Gets to the Starbase and looks around::  Self: Oh my... so many yummy men... ::Gets a dreamy lock in her eye until she sees the Commander::

CNS_Pazoski says:
@::arrives at the promenade, pausing before making her way through the people::

Host CO_David says:
::changes into his uniform and heads for the TL::TL: Airlock 1.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
<MED TECH>2  Lin: ok.. you two need to get out of here.. we hit the final stages.. I need room for the other doctors in here.. scoot!

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@::Approaches the Commander like a cat stalking her prey::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::continues to pick his way through the crowd, unsure if the people who are smiling are being nice or are laughing at the "joker" incident, he continues on his merry way listening::

Host XO_Wall says:
@ *CO*: where to in Starbase 595?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ Wall: Hello Commander...

CIV_Maor says:
@::Glances at the readings above her, he watches them for a moment:: CMO: It will not take long now.. ::Glances at the nurse::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the data on the console, not really reading it while she waits for the CNS to answer::

Host XO_Wall says:
@Kathryn: Hello

Lin_Zaris says:
@::looks at Maor and grabs his arm:: CIV: come on.. we can watch thru the glass window ::points to the waiting room and the window into ward 3P::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ Wall: Have you been working out Commander?  You look extra.... tasty today.  :Smiles::

Host CO_David says:
*XO* Standby on the promenade, I'll join you there in a moment.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Opens his mouth to say something but keeps it closed, he let's her drag him away::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ <MED TECH> CMO: ok.. get ready to push when I tell you..

Host CO_David says:
::enters the Airlock and crosses over to the Starbase::

CNS_Pazoski says:
@::is distracted and walks into a clothes shop::

Lin_Zaris says:
@ CIV: so… ::awkward moment:: your her.. umm boy friend?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Hunter Atrides> @ ::Heading toward the Elara while reading a PADD, bumps into the CO:: Oof! Pardon me Robi -- er, Captain.

Host XO_Wall says:
@ *CO*: ::just looks at Kathryn not sure what this is about:: aye sir

CIV_Maor says:
@::Shakes his head::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::spots a quieter corner of the promenade and wonders over and sits, taking out a PADD as he goes::

CSO_Gomes says:
::guesses Kezia didn't take her badge with her ... so much the better, the CMO should have her privacy::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::walks to a spot in the middle of the active promenade area and waits::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ <MED TECH> ::looks at the reading:: CMO: ready.. ready.. ::the console beeps:: Push!

Host CO_David says:
@::growls very softly:: Atrides: No problem Batma....I mean Commander.  ::continues down the gangway::

CSO_Gomes says:
Self: asking Maor how she is doing its out of the question ...

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ ::screams with the effort:: ahh!

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Hunter Atrides> @ ::Grins as the CO walks away:: Some things never change, eh? Now about carving the warp core ... ::Continues reading the PADD and walks off::

CIV_Maor says:
@::Begins pacing around::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::walking around the promenade aimlessly::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ ::Follows the Commander, gazing at his posterior dreamily::  Commander:  So why are we meeting here Commander?  I'm sure a private dinner on the Elara would be much nicer.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ <MED TECH> ::nods head for the other nurse to grab the Pedi-unit:: CMO: good.. now.. ::computer beeps:: again!

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ens. Hakkinen> ::Arrives on the bridge with something behind his back. Grins and walks over to the CSO::

Host CO_David says:
@::hears Atrides' comment as he walks past, turns and grins at him, then enters the Starbase, looking for the XO::

Host XO_Wall says:
@*CO*: sir?

Host CO_David says:
@::spots the XO:: XO: I'm here.  Follow me ::turns to DeMeuteuil:: both of you.

Lin_Zaris says:
@ CIV: you sure act like it.. ::folds arms and watches Jan and the doctors.. frowns at the pain she feels from her sister::

CSO_Gomes says:
::turns to Hakkinen and frowns::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ ::strains again::

Host XO_Wall says:
@Kathryn: I am not sure either? ::doesn’t acknowledge about the dinner part::

CNS_Pazoski says:
@::leaves the shop with a new dress::

CIV_Maor says:
@Lin: This is my baby, well in a way anyway. Why should I not act like this?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ ::Bites her lip as she looks the Captain up and down, and then doing the same for the Commander::  David:  Yes Captain...

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ens. Hakkinen> CSO: Hello, ma'am. The ... uh ... Science Department felt that a memento of your adventure last week should be given to you, so we made this ... ::Pulls out a bat-a-rang with a Starfleet emblem on it:: Here you go, ma'am.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ <MED TECH> CMO: good! one more time.. Nurse: started.. get the unit powered up..  CMO: looks good..

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: Captain: is there something wrong or has something happened ::as he walks along side of him::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::sits tapping away merrily, keeping half an eye on the crowd, he has gotten paranoid lately::

Lin_Zaris says:
@ ::eyes the CIV up and down:: CIV: no reason I guess

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the bat-a-rang and then to Hakkinen and then back to the bat-a rang:: Hakkinen: Thank you .. its.. er... interesting ::smiles::

CIV_Maor says:
@::Frowns and watches the sickbay::

Host CO_David says:
@::enters the nearest TL and waits for the others before proceeding::  TL: Ops.

CSO_Gomes says:
::takes the bat-a-rang::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ens. Hakkinen> ::Hands it over:: CSO: Hey, you're better at handling it than we are. ::Grin::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@::gasp for air.. exhausted:: MED: I can't I'm tired!

Host XO_Wall says:
@::follows the CO into the TL::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ ::Follows the Two men, dreaming up many different and enjoyable positions for the three of them::

CNS_Pazoski says:
@::carrying the bag she makes her way to Peter:: TO: Peter, I was actually hoping to see you.

Host CO_David says:
@XO: Nothing is wrong Commander, We are reevaluating a crewmember’s status on the ship, as her presence is no longer needed....::under his breath he mutters "or wanted"::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ ::Presses up to the Captain as she enters the small turbolift, smiling up at the Captain, not relieving the pressure between their bodies::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ <MED TECH> CMO: one more. and it's over... trust me.. ::pulls another cloth over and a few tools::

CSO_Gomes says:
Hakkinen: So I've heard ... it was very thoughtful of you. 

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ens. Hakkinen> CSO: It was mostly Ensign Loomis' idea, ma'am.

Lin_Zaris says:
@:: presses both hands on the glass and watches closely:: CIV: hmm... another mind in the world.. and it's annoyed.. ::grins::

CIV_Maor says:
@::Shows a faint smile before focusing his eyes on the sickbay again:: Lin: You know, I never believed I'd have my own kids.. ::Sighs::

CSO_Gomes says:
Hakkinen: Oh really? I'll thank him personally next time I see him .. maybe get him a stuffed tiger ...

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ens. Hakkinen> ::Laughs::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ ::nods and pushes again.. the baby is born.. the doctors move over to have a look at the creature that has defied their sensor and test for the last 10 months::

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: yes that is correct, it is unusual in this matter, I thought it was going to take place on the ship?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ David:  I heard that Captain.  But its okay, I forgive you, but its rude to talk about me like I'm not here.

CSO_Gomes says:
Hakkinen: I'll show this ... what did you call it? I'll show it to the rest of the crew

Host CO_David says:
@::turns DeMeuteuil and puts her behind him, turns nods, and then exits the TL as it arrives at Ops::

CIV_Maor says:
@::Reaches his hand to his phaser::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The baby is a crying, normal-looking humanoid boy.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ <Baby> ::yelps at the doctor's cold hands and cries in annoyance of it's alien surroundings::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: It's a red little thing, isn't it?

CIV_Maor says:
@::Opens the sickbay doors, he begins making his way to the CMO's biobed::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@ ::blinks at the sound and sighs..:: self: well.. healthy.. hmm.. this was not fun

Host CO_David says:
@XO: No, though I don't know why.  I guess the inconvenience of a Captain and his XO is better than the inconvenience of an Admiral and SFI officer.

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: any word on our CMO?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Cmdr. Harrison> @ ::Sees the arriving CO, XO & attractive female:: All Three: Admiral Poli is waiting for you in his ready room.

Host CO_David says:
@DeMeuteuil:  Who said I wasn't talking like you weren't here?  ::grins::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::chuckles at the Captain statement::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to Hakkinen and heads to the turbo lift, having decided to share this "toy" with the rest of the crew.. and finding an excuse to see how the CMO is doing:::

Lin_Zaris says:
@ ::folds her arms as she watches Maor go back in the room past all the medical personnel..:: self: yeah.. not the boy friend..

Host CO_David says:
@XO: I haven’t heard anything yet.  The baby should be born by now.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Starbase Doctor> @ ::After having the child cleaned up, and certain extremities removed, the child is brought to the CMO's arms::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ ::Pauses and leans back and unbuttons the top button on her really tight top::  David: Why else would I be here Captain?  I'm being evaluated.... and I should let you know, I never fail.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Glances at the baby for a moment, he turns to look at the CMO and then around. He watches the sickbay::

Host CO_David says:
@Harrison: Thank you Commander.  ::enters the Admiral's office::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::walks in to Admiral Poli office::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The Starbase Sickbay remains quiet, but to Maor's relief, nothing happens.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
@:: lays back and relaxes.. taking the baby from the doctors and looks it over.. ::

CSO_Gomes says:
::exits the turbo lift on the deck where she can get to the starbase::

CIV_Maor says:
@CMO: Are you okay?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
@ ::Follows the two men, tossing on her innocent and meek personality::

Lin_Zaris says:
@ ::tells Nana and Dwight in the  waiting room everything is going ok.. the baby was fine.. and about a certain klingon::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The Child has stopped crying. His crystal-blue eyes stare into his mother's.

CSO_Gomes says:
::exits the ship to the promenade looking around::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
 CIV: yes.. I think so

CIV_Maor says:
::Nods:: CMO: Good ::Continues watching the sickbay::

CSO_Gomes says:
::sees the CNS and OPS in the distance::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
::As the three enter he stands:: CO, XO, Kathryn: Captain, Commander, Ms. DeMeuteuil.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: blue.. eyes are blue.. ::looks at Maor and then back at the baby::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ALL: I believe you know Mr. Marshall ...

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS/OPS: Have you heard anything on Jan yet?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Nods at the Admiral::  Poli:  Its nice to meet you Admiral.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::shakes her head:: CSO: Nothing yet Alex.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Stands and brushes himself off:: CO: I swear, Captain, I see you people more than my own family.

Host XO_Wall says:
Admiral: Admiral

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: Blue? What do you mean blue?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: his eyes.. are blue..

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: Your eyes are not blue..

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Smiles meekly at Marshall, and looks at the ground a little::  Marshall:  Nice to meet you as well Mr. Marshall.

CSO_Gomes says:
::takes a deep breathe:: CNS: Well .. i hope she is alright

Host Admiral_Poli says:
::For some reason doesn't trust the girl before him, but lets that pass:: ALL: Please take a seat.

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: Yea, me too ::half-aside, obviously has something else on his mind::

Host CO_David says:
::grins:: Marshall: I'll try not to keep you that long then.  ::wonders if he even has family, poor deluded Marshall::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Smiles at Kathryn:: Kathryn: Ms. DeMeuteuil. You may call me Zach ...

Host XO_Wall says:
::takes a seat in his office::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
:: moves the blanket back and sits up.. looking the baby over for signs of klingon genetics.. bone ridges anything::

Host CO_David says:
::sits next to the XO::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods to the CSO and gives OPS a questioning glance::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the bat-a-rang in her hand ... now she is beginning to feel sorry she brought it::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: I'm betazoid of course they are not blue!

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: What is it?

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: Then how come the baby's eyes are blue?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Giggles sweetly, and blushes slightly::  Marshall: Okay.. Zach.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The Baby has small, barely noticeable ridges along it's nose ... signs of Bajoran connections.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: you remember.. they said it was modified DNA.. ::looks at the baby in her lap and feels a cold chill::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Takes the seat next to Mr. Marshall::

CSO_Gomes says:
::doesn't notice OPS' reaction and continues to talk as before:: OPS/CNS: This new baby will be another Elara great mystery

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Takes a seat, apparently next to Kathryn::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
::Takes a seat on the other side of the desk::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::smiles:: CSO: yes I guess it will be.

CIV_Maor says:
::Shakes his head:: CMO: At least he has my Bajoran side ::Smiles faintly::

Host CO_David says:
::keeps his eye on DeMeuteuil::

Host XO_Wall says:
::looks over at Kathryn at the flirting between her and Marshall, he admits he feels an attraction but is restraining himself and conducting himself as the first officer::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
Marshall: Mr. Marshall, you may begin.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::covers the baby back up and scoops it into her arms::

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: Did you decide on a name?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: no.. ::sighs and holds the baby as her mind races::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Looks around:: ALL: Basically, with the capture of the remaining Free Space Movement members Command doesn't feel Kathryn is needed here in our attempt to gather more information on their actions. Essentially, she is "free to go" ... ::Smiles at Kathryn:: ... not that we were holding you against your will at any point.

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO/CNS: If you'll excuse me ladies. ::nods to them both as he walks away, heading for a turbolift::

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: Well, he has to have a name.. What about 'Shane' ?

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to OPS:: OPS: Sure ... ::finally notices something in him .. ::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Blushes at Marshall and looks at the floor embarrassed::

OPS_Seppela says:
::gets in the turbolift and heads down to sickbay::

Host CO_David says:
Marshall: SFI has confirmed the capture of all of the Free Space Movement?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks at Alex, speaks when OPS leaves:: CSO: Alex I guess there are a few people I should take the time to meet properly.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: Shane? hmm yes that works.. ::looks at the baby and closes her eyes feeling dread for a future::

Host XO_Wall says:
Marshall: ::looks at him:: that is good to hear

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Yeah ... me too. Seppela always seamed just another officer .. but sometimes its as if there is a big mistery behind him

OPS_Seppela says:
::as the turbolift heads down, he thinks over everything that happened the last few days, until it arrives and he walks out, across the hall, and into sickbay::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> CO: There weren't a lot of them in the first place. 3/4ths of their group were captured by both you and the Paula Greene earlier this year. They're not as well manned, nor as well supported, as say the Storm ... we believe they used up all their resources in their attack on your ship last week.

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Marshall:  Did you capture the cell on Methos?

CIV_Maor says:
::Nods, he watches the baby for a few long minutes::

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: Where is the OPS? I was sure he'd be here

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Like after the events on starbase 666

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Wonders how in the heck she knew about that:: Kathryn: ... yes, we captured a few people there.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: I don't know..

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: i haven't seen Jason in a few days

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Marshall:  And the group on Rigel V?

OPS_Seppela says:
::looks for a nurse:: Nurse: Hi, umm, where is Jan Zaris?

Host CO_David says:
::nods , and watches Marshall's reaction to DeMeuteuil::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods:: CSO: Yes there is certainly something on his mind. Perhaps sometime I can talk, it is nicer than dragging him in for an eval. ::smiles::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> Kathryn: They were arrested by Rigellian authorities ... yes.

OPS_Seppela says:
::she points him towards a little room off in the corner, and he heads over there::

Host XO_Wall says:
::looks at surprise at the reaction to Marshall's reaction::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks more puzzled and asks:: CSO: 666?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Marshall: How about the team on Helax Prime?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::looks down at the baby:: Shane Zaris.. hmm

OPS_Seppela says:
::waits outside, and checks with the nurse that she's done before heading in::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: yes, if there is something I'm not particularly fond of are evaluations

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::holds the baby tight:: CIV: so how long...

CIV_Maor says:
::Watches the OPS, as he makes his way inside the room::

Host CO_David says:
Marshall: Sounds like there were more than just a few to me.  How did they get a hold of the mind chips at any rate?

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: How long what?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Blank look ... they didn't hear anything about Helax Prime:: Kathryn: We ... I haven't heard ... I'm sure we've dealt with them ... of course ... I'll look into that. ::Glances at Admiral Poli::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::chuckles:: CSO: It is not as if they are a form of torture.

OPS_Seppela says:
::enters the little room and is met by Maor and Jan, pausing:: Both: Hi.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CIV: before they come..

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Yes, when commander Bernie was replaced by an alien

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: Hi Jason..

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Marshall: They made a deal with the Helaxian government... I wish you luck on extraditing them.

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: To me they are ...

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: are you well informed on some of these other groups out there, besides the FSM?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: sorry you missed the festivities

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: I'll be here, don't worry ::Points at the doors::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> CO: They got onto the black market thanks to the Syndicate.

CIV_Maor says:
::Nods at the OPS, he walks away to leave them alone::

OPS_Seppela says:
::smiles at her and the baby, but keeps back at the end of the bed:: CMO: Wow...is it a boy or a girl?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::nods to the CIV and glances past Jason into the waiting area where Nana and Dwight are::

OPS_Seppela says:
::nods to Maor, then moves up beside Jan, right where he was::

Host CO_David says:
Marshall: Lovely.

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Wall:  No sir, I just know they exist.  I caught a glimpse at a contact list... those were the only three I saw.

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: I don't recall, was that during Nayiza's time on board?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: it's a boy.. ::shows the baby to Jason::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Slightly nervous, tugs on his tunic:: Kathryn: Contact list?

Host CO_David says:
All: I wonder if I might speak to Ms. DeMeuteuil for a moment, alone?

OPS_Seppela says:
::grins really wide, and laughs a little bit:: CMO: He's beautiful.

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Marshall: Why yes... each cell leader has one.... I was, favored... ::Seems to retreat into herself like a scared little girl::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Yes it was .. I assumed you read all the reports .. if you didn't you should, it was one of the strangest things it happened to me as a Starfleet officer

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Knowing a truth that everyone else said it was a lie

Host Admiral_Poli says:
CO: Certainly. XO & Zach: If you'll join me on the bridge. ::Stands up and begins to walk out::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: yes.. he is.. ::holds back telling Jason about the eye color since the baby has decided now is a good time to sleep::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods and remains silent thinking for a moment::

Host XO_Wall says:
CO: yes Captain ::follows the Admiral::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: .. well, but I am glad that is over... wasn't Peter around here somewhere? I've got something to show him

OPS_Seppela says:
CMO: Can I hold him, just for a sec? ::said slowly, he's still a bit bothered by what happened the last few days::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: so what have you been doing with yourself?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Lost in thought::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: oh. sure.. ::holds the baby out for the OPS.. moving his hands so he holds him right::

Host CO_David says:
::waits for them all to leave::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::pauses and then points through the crowd:: CSO: Yes. This way.

Host XO_Wall says:
::leaves for the OPS following the Admiral::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods and follows Kezia, keeping the bat-a-rang low::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Follows the XO & Admiral::

OPS_Seppela says:
::takes the tiny little baby and looks down at it, smiling really really big:: Baby: Hi there little one... ::quietly::

OPS_Seppela says:
CMO: He have a name yet?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The Baby remains silent, and just sort of waves its feet 'n arms at OPS.

Host CO_David says:
::watches the three leave and then turns to DeMeuteuil:: DeMeuteuil: Alright, what are you keeping from us.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: Maor named him Shane.. he is Shane Zaris.. since Klingons don't have last names.. 

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO: Peter. ::smiles::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
David: Nothing.

CSO_Gomes says:
:sees the TO:: TO: Greetings Peter

OPS_Seppela says:
Baby: Shane...welcome aboard Shane.

Host XO_Wall says:
Admiral: I am looking into our latest infiltration to the Elara, has there been any information that you know of that has passed through Starbase 595. Why is the Elara such a target?

Host CO_David says:
DeMeuteuil: You certainly were able to surprise Mr. Marshall, our Intelligence attaché.  Why is it he was not forwarded the information you know?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The baby's scrunched up face seemingly makes a smile for an instant, or does it? He stops waving his arms after a moment, and begins to sleep.

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
David:  No one ever asked me about other cells.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::flashes a slight grin as Jason plays daddy for a while.. looks down at the bed.. worried about several things at once::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
XO: The Elara was a target by the FSM because you brought down their main cell.

OPS_Seppela says:
::chuckles quietly, and rocks the baby a little::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::watches Jason:: OPS: do you have any kids?

Host CO_David says:
DeMeuteuil: I wasn't aware intelligence operatives waited for headquarters to ask to send the information.

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
David:  I'm not an intelligence operative.

Host XO_Wall says:
Admiral: yes I know, but lately the Elara seems to be quiet easily accessed, perhaps there is somebody working inside of Starbase 595 that is providing information on the Elara.. just a thought Admiral

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: A group of schoolchildren giggle and run past the CSO, TO & CNS.

CSO_Gomes says:
::brings up the bat-a rang showing it to Peter and Kezia:: TO/CNS: The science department has decided to ofer me this .. because of our little holodeck adventure

OPS_Seppela says:
CMO: No, but I have a little sister that I helped raise...my parents weren't home that much when I was little.

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Oh its very...nice, isn’t it?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Suddenly, a young, female voice behind the CSO, CNS and TO [a familiar voice at that], exclaims, "Wow, that's cool!"

CSO_Gomes says:
TO/CNS: To be honest I haven't had the guts to see what happened down there

CNS_Pazoski says:
::watches the children and then turns back to the strange bat thing Alex is holding::

CSO_Gomes says:
::frowns and looks back at the voice::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::holds her arms out to take the baby back and sighs:: OPS: that’s too bad.. maybe you can help me raise Shane..

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: As the CSO, CNS & TO turn, they are faced with ...

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Kris Hall> All Three: Heya guys!

TO_Pazoski says:
::looks around...face drops:: Self: Oh god not her...

OPS_Seppela says:
::hands him back softly:: CMO: I thought you were putting him up for adoption?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks back and smiles::

CSO_Gomes says:
::smiles widely:: Kris: Hello Kris. You are so tall ...

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Kris Hall> ::Hugs the CSO:: Ms. Gomes!

CSO_Gomes says:
::hugs young Kris still smiling::

CSO_Gomes says:
Kris: so, how did you managed to escape your father?

TO_Pazoski says:
::stands in a ridged way:: Self: Keep calm, keep calm

CNS_Pazoski says:
::blinks at the child::

Host CO_David says:
DeMeuteuil: No, but as a FSM expert you are required to send anything you learn to Command.  I want you to tell Marshall everything you know, and I'm warning you, if any other information "slips" by, I will have your head.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks from Alex to Peter in confusion::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: i was.. but things.. changed.. 

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Kris Hall> CSO: I'm here on a class trip! Daddy's off with his ship somewhere ... where's Doctor Jo?!

OPS_Seppela says:
CMO: ::nods slowly:: Yea, I'll definitely help you out. ::grins:: I love kids.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: thanks ::cradles the baby and sighs.. ::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Kezia, meet Kris Hall, her father was CSO when I came aboard, he is now captain of the USS Claymore

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Stands up and pins the Captain in his chair::  David:  Look.. I'm not one of your lackeys.  I am a civilian, I was an FSM prisoner.  Not one of the happiest times in my life.  So you'll excuse me for wanting to talk about it.  You threaten me again, I'll make you life a living hell,  Captain.

CSO_Gomes says:
Kris: This is Kezia our new counselor

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Kris Hall> ::Peeks around the CNS' legs:: Hiya Mr. Petey!

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Kris Hall> ::Looks up at the CNS:: CNS: Hiya. You're tall 'n pretty.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::smiles and nods reluctantly:: Kris: Nice to meet you. ::mentally adding to herself:: Self: I guess

TO_Pazoski says:
::gives the "kid" a look:: Kris: Hello...

Host CO_David says:
::stands, overpowering DeMeuteuil:: DeMeuteuil: This is not some sick game.  People's lives are at stake.  Remember that.

OPS_Seppela says:
CMO: So, have you baby-proofed your quarters?

Host CO_David says:
::taps his commbadge:: *Poli* All clear Admiral.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: its nice to see this familiar young face isn't it Petey? ::smiles::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::looks at OPS:: OPS: well.. no

Host XO_Wall says:
::waits and watches the activities of the Starbase OPS crew::

TO_Pazoski says:
::looks at the CSO and declines the challenge:: CSO: Oh its a living joy

Host Admiral_Poli says:
*CO* All right, Captain. ::Motions for them to come back in::

CIV_Maor says:
::Sighs and begins walking around restlessly::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Teacher> ::Comes over:: Kris: Kris! What did I tell you about wandering off? ::To the crew:: All: I'm sorry officers, this won't happen again.

OPS_Seppela says:
CMO: You still have lots of time before he starts to crawl, it'll be ok. ::all the time looking at the baby::

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Looks upset as the rest comes back into the room, on the verge of tears::

CSO_Gomes says:
Kris: so, do you still like to do all those colorful paintings?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks at Kris and then back to Peter:: Self: It's only a kid? Maybe I missed something here.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: yes.. lots of time..

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Kris Hall> CSO: Yeah! ALL: This is my teacher, Ms. Gibstons.

Host XO_Wall says:
::follows back in to RR, notices the serious expressions on the CO and Kathryn faces::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Sees the upset Kathryn, wonders what the CO said::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
::Notes the tears in Kathryn's eyes, refrains from shaking his head::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::senses Maor's annoyance and then looks at Jason:: OPS: some how I think you make Maor annoyed.. I wonder if he is jealous?

CNS_Pazoski says:
Ms. Gibstons: Pleased to meet you. Kris has been no trouble at all, she knows these two officers.

TO_Pazoski says:
::looks up with some admiration the teacher, now speechless::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ms. Gibstons> CNS: Pleased to meet you as well. Oh, I was not aware Little Kris here knew any Starfleet officers ...

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: are you alright?

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks up at the teacher:: Ms Gibstons: Its nice to meet you. I hope Kris has been behaving better than she did when she was aboard

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Wall:  No... but I'll be fine..... ::Sniffs::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ms. Gibstons> ::Smiles:: CSO: Kris is certainly quite ... active. She's full of energy at least.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Looks at Kathryn, then at the CO, then back:: Kathryn: So, Kathryn, it comes down to this ... do you want to remain on the Elara? Technically we cannot remove you unless the Command Staff has any reason to.

OPS_Seppela says:
::turns around to look at Maor pacing outside:: CMO: I don't know why he should be...

CSO_Gomes says:
Ms Gibstons: Yes I remember .. she also had a tendency to paint the walls of the Elara. Her father served with us .. he actually found her on one of the Elara missions

Host CO_David says:
Marshall: And we do not, at this time.

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
Marshall:  I don't want to leave... but some people ::Casts a scared look at the Captain:: might... I've made a life for myself there.

Host XO_Wall says:
::looks at the Captain, but remains silent as not sure of what was said::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: I don't know any more.. nothing seems stable right now.. 

Host CO_David says:
::maintains a stoic look::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> Kathryn: I see. ALL: Well, I see no problem about leaving Kathryn on board for the time being as the Captain seems to be in agreement.

OPS_Seppela says:
::shakes his head:: CMO: I know what you mean...things have been so different lately, with everyone.

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: maybe this whole thing with SYN TECH shock the crew deeper than we thought..

CSO_Gomes says:
::whispers to the CNS:: CNS: I think Kris is so active as a way of protection of her mind ... her real parents were killed by the D’vor. 

Host XO_Wall says:
CO: she seems to be good at this type of work, perhaps she could be valuable onboard

OPS_Seppela says:
::pauses:: CMO: Yea, maybe... ::thinks back::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Ms. Gibstons> CSO: Well, that's certainly interesting. Unfortunately, we really must be going ... come along now, Kris. ::Smiles at the officers::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods to the CSO::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::moves the baby to her other arms to shift his weight.. refuses to hand the baby to eh nurses.. fearing the aliens that came for her a few months back now::

Host CO_David says:
Marshall: She is perfectly welcome aboard the Elara.

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the teacher and smiles to Kris:: Kris: send our regards to your father .. it was very nice to see you again

CNS_Pazoski says:
::bids the teacher good day as she leaves::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: I umm.. ::wonders about asking Jason what he hides from her so often.. looks at him::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Kris Hall> ALL: Ok ... luv ya ... g'bye!

OPS_Seppela says:
CMO: What is it?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Zachary Marshall> ::Smiles at Kathryn:: CO: Glad to hear it.

CIV_Maor says:
::Stops, he watches the sickbay for a moment and lets out a sigh of relief & happiness. He walks away::

TO_Pazoski says:
::relaxes slightly as Kris goes:: Self: Kids...

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::pauses and then looks down at the baby:: OPS: would you mind helping me purchase some land on Deder V?

Kathryn_DeMeuteuil says:
::Still looking disheveled::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO/CNS: Something tells me our troubles with kids are just beginning ...

OPS_Seppela says:
::looks at her for a minute, not thinking she's serious:: CMO: You're going to leave the Elara?

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
::glances up as Maor leaves::

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: no no.. someplace to retired in my old age.. that’s all

CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
OPS: sorry i have a lot on my mind right now..

Host CO_David says:
Marshall: Well, if there is no further business, I have a new mother to congratulate.  I'm sure your eager to go eliminate the FSM on Helax.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: And we close out on the Elara crew one by one, with the CO, XO & Kathryn in Admiral Poli's office ... the CNS, CSO & TO on the promenade ... the CIV walking away from Sickbay ... and the finally with the CMO & OPS in Sickbay.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: We have a close up of the baby's face ... and a peculiar glimmer in his crystal-blue eyes that no one notices ... and then we fade out.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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